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Broadcasting on Channel 2089 via DIRECTV

Company Overview / History of TAN

Starting from Hawaii, TAN successfully placed itself on
 top of Korean satellite broadcasting business with over 30 years of experience and  know-how. 

TAN has been the center of Korean-American community  as well as cultural bridge between 
di�erent communities. Now, joined with DIRECTV, TAN promises quality and diversity in all 

of  its content and o�ers a fresh new channel for the Korean programming audience.   

Faithful & Reliable Service



2010 TAN TV broadcasts on channel 2090 via DIRECTV

2009 Acquired grant from CBS to broadcast
their program

2008 Acquired grant from ARIRANG to broadcast
their program

2007 Acquired grant from QCHANNEL,ETN,TBS, ONBADOOK 
to broadcast their program

2006 Exclusively EBS varieties of educational and of documentary 
program

2005 Acquired grant from CGN to broadcast their program

2004 Acquired grant from SBS to broadcast their program. Began 
multi channel system with more diverse programs

2003 Began 24 hours broadcasting with dual channel, TAN 1 and 
TAN 2 on AMC4 KU Band

Began 24 hours broadcast on Time Warner Cable in southern 
California2002

Acquired digital technology that enables 24hour operation 
with improved signal Received authorization from HBS, 
YTN and MBN to broadcast their programs 

1998

Acquired authorization from MBC to broadcast their program1995

Began broadcasting via Galaxy 7, a more powerful KU Band 
satellite, and expanded hours to 3hours and 30 minutes19 93

Began operation to broadcast programs via DBS, and started 
3 hours of daily broadcasting via KU Band Satellite SBS-619 91

Acquired grant from KBS and Korean Government
to distribute Korean Programs via DBS in North America19 88
SMS Marketing Research8719

COMPANY OVERVIEW



In appreciation to all opinions and comments, we take our programs even closer 
to the viewers by embracing various, di�erent ideas and cultures to make TAN 
TV a channel for everyone. Our program providers are at the top of their class in 
delivering solid contents to the Korean viewers. Filled with exclusive news as well 
as quality entertainment contents, TAN TV will o�er programs that are both useful 
and interesting. Now Koreans in America can enjoy our new channel on DIRECTV, 
the largest provider of satellite television service in the U.S.

is on air 24-7 in the U.S.

TVDIRECCH 2089
Broadcasting on



PROGRAM ALLIANCE

TAN TV distinguishes itself from the rest of the Korean stations by delivering 
exclusive contents that are much sought after including variety of documentaries, 
entertainment and reality shows. The fact that our program alliances are not in-
volved in the video rental business makes our programs up-to-date and free from 
any hold back. Because of its high bandwidth direct 
Seoul to TAN broadcast center here in Los Angeles, the DIRECTV subscribers can 
watch fresh programs directly from Korea via highest digital standards.

fiber link connection from 

Presenting the Best of Korea

CH 2089 DIRECTV
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Knowing Bros.
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CH 2089 DIRECTV

JTBC Newsroom is the flagship nightly newscast of South 
Korean television network JTBC. The newscast is aired from 
19:30-20:30 KST and 18:00-18:30 on weekends. 

Field Lesson For You

Newsroom

A game show with a school theme where celebrity guests appear as 
“transfer students.”
A variety show hosted by Kang Ho-dong, Seo Jang-hoon, Kim 
Young-chul, Lee Soo-geun, Kim Heechul, and Lee Sang-min. In a 
classroom scene, the seven hosts of the show play fun games and 
act out a skit with celebrity guests as “transfer students.”



Baduk TV programs now have global resources from China’s CCTV
and Japan’s NHK to o�er Korean fans more in-depth coverage of 
breath -taking matches all over Asia. Baduk games have found 
participants  and a�cionados in many diverse groups. Their programs 
bring all the  best coverage and highlights to display skills and 
strategies of the world’s best players.

Entertaining millions of 
Baduk(Asian Chess)fans  

Through a ‘selection and concentration strategy’, OBS brings in-depth 
coverage of the hottest news stories in Korea. TAN TV also features their 
talk shows features their talk shows, documentaries, reality shows and much 
more. OBS has been delicate with whom they partner within the U.S., hence 
 their programming has not been over saturated, making them very desirable. 
Already a proven success in Korea, OBS brings in class and variety to the 
Korean programming. 

CH 2089 DIRECTV
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News Tonight
Yonhap News TV is a 24-hour news and current affairs channel. 
Latest news from Yonhap News TV most popular news program.
Yonhap News TV plays a central role in the South Korean press 
by delivering news to its customers as well as newspapers, 
broadcasters, government agencies, businesses and Internet 
portals on a real-time basis.

Honor & Prestige



Contact : Soo Lee

THE ASIA NETWORK ENTERPRISE, INC
TAN TV
6430 W. Sunset Blvd. Ste 1200
Los Angeles, CA 90028
T. 323.465.1100 Cell. 213.605.1157
Email. tan_tv@hotmail.com
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